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As the planets move around the zodiac they make 'aspects' or angles to the planets in your birth
chart. In astrology these 'aspects' are called 'transits' and they are detailed in the pages that
follow.
Sometimes a planet may aspect another, then appear to move forwards and then backwards for
a long period of time recreating the same 'aspect' several times over. This backwards motion is
known as 'retrograde' motion.

This forecast can be used as a helpful guide to the year ahead. At all times it is for you to choose
the best path to follow and develop the most positive parts of your character.
From about: 1 June 2007 to about: 15 August 2007

g transiting your natal 12th House

Unfinished business
You may feel a vague sense of irritation or repressed anger, the source of which you cannot
really put your finger on. Look within, it could have something to do with your past. This can be a
time of frustration, as whatever you say or do may be misunderstood, with efforts and actions
not being noticed or rewarded. Work alone as much as possible otherwise work through charity
and voluntary work to help others who cannot help themselves.
From about: 1 June 2007 to about: 27 November 2007
Relationships
h transiting your natal 7th House
Relationships with others should work well at this time, teaching you more about yourself. You
will now meet people who can help you and in turn, you will shower loved ones with generosity,
spoiling them with an abundance of affection and small gifts. A new lover may come from a
completely different culture or background, possibly someone older or from abroad. Legal
matters should also work out to your advantage but beware overconfidence. Do not overlook
details, which could trip you up. This is also a good time for medical consultations or therapy of
any kind.
From about: 1 June 2007 to about: 31 May 2008

j transiting your natal 5th House

Performance
You may now feel inhibited or unable to spontaneously enjoy yourself, for fear of looking silly.
Social life may therefore not be as active as usual. Children could restrict you or become a heavy
responsibility. Relationships and love affairs may also become strained. Any new love in your life
may be someone much older or a lot younger than yourself. Avoid gambling and risk taking, at
the moment success will only come as the result of hard work. Work involving creative interests
and artistic pursuits should be particularly successful.
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From about: 1 June 2007 to about: 31 May 2008

K transiting your natal 11th House

Flouting convention
Expect the unexpected in your friendships and dealings with clubs or group associations. Be
flexible and keep an open mind. You will now probably make new friends quite easily, with
exciting and very different people, but may have to bid farewell to some old friends.
From about: 1 June 2007 to about: 31 May 2008

l transiting your natal 11th House

Associations
You will now have a need to help others less fortunate than yourself. You may also attract artistic
or psychic friends who will introduce you to deeper levels of awareness. However, there may be
some confusion or uncertainty surrounding friendships. Do not be fooled by others, see them as
they really are. You may also be attracted to friends who may try to escape from reality through
drink and drugs.
From about: 1 June 2007 to about: 31 May 2008

; transiting your natal 8th House

Intensity
There may be changes in your attitude to life and way of thinking. You may experience deep and
intense emotional sharing with others, through sexual relationships or any relationship in which
you are responsible for another's well being. This can also refer to business partnerships, or any
form of bond in which money or resources are shared. You may now have to suffer some pain in
your search for emotional security. Therefore, there may now be upheavals or power struggles
involving joint finances or matters regarding inheritance, taxes and insurance. Avoid borrowing or
going into debt.
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From about: 1 June 2007 to about: 12 June 2007
From about: 29 September 2007 to about: 12 October 2007

Transiting h e your natal f
Sympathetic
During this time, you will put others before yourself and will be seen as sympathetic, generous
and optimistic. You may devote time and energy to helping those less fortunate than yourself, or
simply have a strong shoulder for a friend in need to lean on. Any help, that you give now for
friends, will be repaid with gratitude and love in the future.
Love, romance and friendship will all be highlighted. You will want to spend as much time as you
can with people you love - enjoying their company. This could be the beginning of a pleasant,
romantic love affair. But, three words of warning, watch your diet. You are likely to become
somewhat self-indulgent, eating and drinking just that little bit too much!
Strenuous work should be avoided, as you will be feeling unhurried, easygoing and carefree.
However, as creativity should also be enhanced, and if you've recently been lacking the
necessary inspiration to pursue creative and artistic projects, then now is the time to try writing,
composing music, drawing, painting; whatever you consider is your field. The end results could
bring tremendous satisfaction.
If you don't consider yourself particularly creative then perhaps you may take up a new study or
retrain in your job or career. Travel or a holiday would also be a good idea around now.

A financial windfall may come your way, but in wanting to surround yourself with beauty and the
luxuries of life, the cash may be spent just as suddenly and quickly as it arrived!
From about: 1 June 2007 to about: 16 July 2007
From about: 1 February 2008 to about: 28 March 2008

Transiting l e your natal j
Seeing it through
This is a time for calmness and serenity. Creativity will be greatly enhanced. You will now be able
to structure your powerful imagination in a positive, constructive way. Ideas, thoughts and plans
could now become concrete reality. You will have a better understanding of your life - and the
paths that you've chosen to follow. Feeling optimistic about the future, lessons and experiences
from the past will now be put into practice and into good use.
Putting others needs before your own, you are now likely to give a friend in need a helping hand.
Thoughts and studies are also likely to turn more spiritual and meditative. You will now be more
prepared to listen to your inner voice and intuition. Memory recall should also be greatly
improved.

This is likely to be a time when you will reap the rewards of previous hard work and effort. If
important business decisions need to be made, then rely on your intuition - it will steer you in the
right direction. Others will rely on your decisions, as they will sense that you are able to create
clarity out of confusion.
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From about: 1 June 2007 to about: 3 August 2007
From about: 20 January 2008 to about: 14 March 2008

Transiting l e your natal l
Mediation
This can be a time of reflection and new spiritual and religious understanding. Under this positive
influence, clairvoyant or telepathic abilities could be enhanced and you may even have a psychic
or spiritual experience.
Possessing selfless compassion and sympathy, family, friends and anyone in need will now
benefit from your kindness and understanding. Using your intuition, you can now anticipate and
diffuse potential problems.
This could also be a time of tremendous inspiration and creative achievement.
From about: 2 June 2007 to about: 25 June 2007

Transiting j q your natal ;
Start of a new 29.5 year cycle of 'more openness'
Blown away
Unpredictable conduct may be the catalyst for extreme changes in your life. This is a time of
endings and new beginnings. You may also be somewhat secretive in your plans and projects.
However, too much intrigue could be your undoing.

Think back over the past six months and you will see that the winds of change have gradually
increased in strength - blowing away anything that is no longer of consequence or use to you. For
some, the losses may seem painful but in months to come you will emerge a stronger, more
mature and more confident individual. It is important not to hold onto the past - but to look and
plan for the future, as you want it to be, not as others want it to be for you.
In business, it is time to wind up projects and deals that have just been staggering along. It is
time to cut your losses and concentrate on new contracts and propositions. The same goes for
love affairs and personal relationships. Stable, happy and secure relationships will not be
affected, but outworn negative relationships will more than likely disintegrate.
You may also become more involved in religious or political issues during this time.
From about: 3 June 2007 to about: 5 June 2007

Transiting g q your natal f
Cheerful
Fiery passion and a strong attraction to lovers, or potential lovers, will be strongly expressed
through sex. Even without sex, you will feel more full of life and vivacious than usual, wanting to
be with other people, rather than on your own. Make the best of lucrative financial opportunities.
From about: 3 June 2007 to about: 5 June 2007

Transiting g r your natal K
Unexpected disruptions
Freedom and independence will be of utmost importance to you during these few days. You are
likely to rebel against any type of authority. This could cause conflicts with those closest and
nearest to you. Stale relationships are likely to end. Unexpected disruptions to your life should be
looked upon as a challenge.
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From about: 10 June 2007 to about: 13 June 2007

Transiting g e your natal ;
Tremendous achievements
You are now likely to be much more independent, confident and self-reliant, with ambition and a
sense of enterprise further enabling you to take bold steps forward. Logic and intuition will be
well balanced, creating a greater self-understanding of your own motives and goals in life. You
will now be capable of tremendous achievements.
From about: 12 June 2007 to about: 14 June 2007

Transiting g w your natal l
Beware 'get-rich-quick' schemes
During this time it is of the utmost importance not to become involved in any shady, or dubious,
schemes or deals, anything that would either cause scandal or trouble with the law. Sometimes
these 'get-rich-quick' schemes seem to work, but at the moment they will only backfire. You
could easily be deceived.
From about: 13 June 2007 to about: 15 June 2007

Transiting g w your natal j
Frustration
Feeling frustrated and angry, this could be a very trying time. You may even have difficulty in
focusing on your anger, not really knowing where it is coming from - but being all too aware of
the incredibly intense feelings bubbling away inside you just waiting to erupt. Perhaps this anger
is the result of having to wait a seemingly endless period of time for a particular event to happen.
From about: 16 June 2007 to about: 5 July 2007

Transiting j y your natal l
Steady progress
This will be a time of deep meditation and thought, but nevertheless, also a time when you will
be able to channel your energy in a constructive, objective and disciplined manner. No task will
seem too great and whatever you start now will probably withstand the test of time. In particular,
this will be a time when you will be able to balance your material and more spiritual, idealistic
desires.
New friendships may be formed with older individuals or you may have more contact than usual
with parents or other, older, members of your family. A problematical issue from the past may
now be resolved.
Any job or project that requires you to pay attention to detail, as well as evaluate it as a whole,
should now be attended to. In short, this a time for work that requires mental discipline, order
and uninterrupted concentration - a time for long terms plans. You may now also choose to
research or write about a particular subject, perhaps something to do with history or events,
people or objects linked with antiquity or age. Short journeys are likely.

However, there is one strong word of warning during this time - don't take yourself too seriously don't lose your unique sense of fun!
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From about: 18 June 2007 to about: 20 June 2007

Transiting g q your natal d
Tetchiness
Verbal aggression could cause some problems during these few days. Feeling somewhat tetchy,
fools will not be suffered gladly and anyone who provokes you, or who doesn't meet your high
standards, is likely to be subjected to cutting and sarcastic criticism. Be careful of hazardous or
dangerous situations as you could now be accident-prone.
From about: 18 June 2007 to about: 20 June 2007

Transiting g r your natal +
Brash conduct
A streak of selfishness could temporarily make you either forget, or ignore, other people's needs.
At the moment you are only out for number one and no one else will matter. Obviously, this
could alienate friends and loved ones, so conflicts are likely. Think carefully before acting on
impulsive decisions - it really is the right time to look before you leap.
From about: 21 June 2007 to about: 10 July 2007

Transiting j y your natal j
Money matters
All financial matters and investments should proceed smoothly - and could prove extremely
lucrative. Being more serious minded and practical regarding money, you will not be willing to
take risks and therefore all financial strategies will now be well planned.

Promotion or business expansion is likely with many professional opportunities originating from
your determination, and strong, solid foundations laid over the past few years. Previous hard
work should now be rewarded.
Help and support may come from established and respectable sources, possibly from older
people, or from your parents or people in some kind of authority. Legal, insurance and tax
matters should also proceed satisfactorily.

Personal plans and ambitions could now become reality. But before you rush headlong down new,
or previously unexplored paths and avenues, make sure it is what you really want to do rather
than what someone else wants you to do. Allow more time for meditative thought - sit quietly
and listen to the voice of your inner self.
From about: 23 June 2007 to about: 14 September 2007
From about: 15 December 2007 to about: 13 February 2008

Transiting l w your natal ;
Misunderstanding
Events may trigger memories and past emotions. Excessive sentimentality could lead you to
escape into the past rather than face the pressures, pain and problems of the present. Enforced
changes in lifelong habits could be difficult to come to terms with and, for a time, you may feel
out of control.
Communication with others may also be rather confused and disjointed therefore
misunderstandings could occur.
Financial affairs could now concern inheritance, insurance or tax matters.
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From about: 25 June 2007 to about: 18 July 2007
From about: 26 August 2007 to about: 17 September 2007

Transiting h y your natal s
Confidence and success
This should be a happy, cheerful and peaceful period in your life with friendships playing an even
more important role in your everyday affairs. In particular, there is likely to be more contact with
women, with a friend, wife, or even business partner bringing more comfort and stability into
your life.
If a friend asks you for help then don't hesitate doing what you can for them. In time to come
this kindness (and much more) will be returned with the same love and support that you,
yourself, gave.
You may find yourself dealing with the public much more than usual during this time, so be
confident, because the outcome will be extremely successful.

Expect some contact from abroad, especially from friends and family living overseas. They may
even surprise you with a visit or a phone call.
Finances and cash flow should finally look more prosperous.

From about: 28 June 2007 to about: 12 November 2007

Transiting ; e your natal d
Jigsaw
Practical common sense combined with clear, logical thought, should enable you to make
ordered, positive and constructive plans for the future. Having planned all the intricate pieces of
your life, and then slotted them into a rational order, you will be able to see the whole picture of
what is ahead - rather like completing a jigsaw in your mind.
As your mind will be so intuitively sharp and capable of tremendously deep intellectual and
spiritual understanding, this would also be an excellent time to involve yourself in any form of
research or investigation (possibly involving metaphysical subjects). Not content with superficial
answers to questions, you will delve deeply in order to unearth and understand the truth. You
may now come across some secret information previously hidden from you. In any case, the
answers that you find may completely change your attitude to life and your way of thinking.

This is certainly a time to take advantage of any opportunities that come your way, especially if
they involve travel. A new friend encountered on your journey could change your life. If travel
isn't possible at the moment, then you could still hear or receive news from someone overseas or
abroad - someone you haven't heard from in quite some time.
From about: 9 July 2007 to about: 11 July 2007

Transiting g r your natal s
Be careful
Moodiness, irritability and bad temper could cause arguments during this time. You may find
yourself losing your temper with a loved one for no reason at all - and they could be quite hurt
and confused by the way you behave. Hidden tensions are now likely to surface. You may also be
somewhat accident-prone so don't put yourself into dangerous situations.
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From about: 14 July 2007 to about: 17 July 2007

Transiting g y your natal K
Uncompromising
No longer satisfied with just daydreaming, you will now suddenly have the confidence and energy
to make positive changes in your life; without compromise. Others will have to go along with
these changes or they will be left behind in a cloud of dust as you, energetically, blaze a powerful
trail to better and greater personal ambitions and achievements.
From about: 15 July 2007 to about: 17 July 2007

Transiting g q your natal a
Boundless enthusiasm
Armed with a true fighting spirit and boundless energetic enthusiasm, there is little you will not
be able to achieve during this time. But if anyone should try to stand in your way, then they are
likely to be trampled underfoot. Argument and conflicts may be hard to avoid. However, a
solution could be to expend excessive aggression through hard physical work. Beware being
accident-prone during this time.
From about: 22 July 2007 to about: 25 July 2007

Transiting g r your natal ;
Do not overdo it
There is much you can accomplish during this time, if only you can control your powerful energies
and temper. If you enjoy a challenge, then this period could bring about positive, lasting changes
into your life. You will now be prepared to work extremely hard to achieve personal goals and
ambitions - but be careful not to overdo it - don't exhaust yourself.
From about: 27 July 2007 to about: 12 August 2007

Transiting j e your natal d
Common sense
Practical common sense combined with clear, logical thought, should enable you to make
ordered, positive and constructive plans for the future. Having planned all the intricate pieces of
your life, and then slotted them in a rational order, you will be able to see the whole picture of
what is ahead - rather like completing a jigsaw in your mind.
However, this isn't the time to make radical changes, it is the time to prepare the groundwork
and build firm foundations for future goals and ambitions. Just ensure that once a goal is set, it
will be adhered to.
Possessing sound business sense, this would also be an excellent time to research any new
financial, career or professional venture. Understanding your capacity for concentrated mental
work, you may even consider some special training or schooling in your current field, or
retraining for a completely different career.

Strong, stable powers of concentration and accurate communication will enable you to get any
point across - so if you need to convince others, especially people in authority, on any matter,
then this would be the time to do it.

However, a word of warning, beware becoming overly obsessed with your own opinions, and too
rigid in your thoughts. In months to come your outlook will need to remain flexible in order to
progress to the next stage of your plans.
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From about: 30 July 2007 to about: 2 August 2007

Transiting g e your natal +
Taking the lead
Feeling confident and self-assured, you will now seek out, and create, new opportunities. You will
take the initiative but others will happily co-operate with your plans and directions. This could be
a time of tremendous achievements, as you are no longer prepared to settle for second best.
From about: 4 August 2007 to about: 7 August 2007

Transiting g q your natal h
Enthusiasm
Armed with more energy, enthusiasm and motivation, you will now be ready to tackle any
obstacle head-on. It is time to set your targets and aim straight for the top. The luxury of good
fortune, coupled with hard, but satisfying, work should bring excellent results. But do remember
to rest occasionally.
From about: 11 August 2007 to about: 13 August 2007

Transiting g q your natal g
Nervous energy
Tremendous energy will have to find a suitable outlet; otherwise, it could turn into temper
tantrums and deliberate arguments. Hard physical work would certainly help let off steam and
diffuse some of this frenetic, excessive, nervous energy. You will want to do everything your way
during this time. Interference from others will not be tolerated.
From about: 13 August 2007 to about: 15 August 2007

Transiting g q your natal _
Falling flat
Powerful emotions and extremely high energy levels make a potent mixture! You will either be
capable of conquering the world during this time, or falling flat on your face because of
uncontrolled temper. Concentrate this potent energy into solid, hard work and the results could
be staggering. Beware of being accident-prone.
From about: 15 August 2007 to about: 19 September 2007
From about: 19 January 2008 to about: 12 February 2008

g transiting your natal 1st House

Will power
This should be an active and energetic time. Prepared to stand up for your own rights, you will
now be able to work extremely hard towards achieving goals and ambitions. Much could be
accomplished, especially if you work on your own. Now is your chance to show everyone what
you are capable of. However, there is a down side as well, as impatience and irritability
heightens. Restrictions on your freedom will not be tolerated. Impulsively rushing into situations
without sufficient forethought could also make you somewhat accident prone or prone to fevers
and minor illnesses.
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From about: 19 August 2007 to about: 3 September 2007

Transiting j r your natal h
Inhibited
There is a certain amount of tension and confusion in your mind as to what to do next. One
minute you could be feeling elated, as if you could conquer the world, and the next minute,
plunging into the depths of depression questioning and doubting your own abilities. However,
don't reject any changes in your life, no matter how disruptive.

If opportunities do come your way during this period then take them even if you are in one of
your 'doubting' moods. These opportunities will represent a new chance to break free from
outworn, inhibiting habits and circumstances.

Don't worry if you feel that you are sometimes taking one step forwards and yet another step
backwards; this period is all about balanced personal growth. For everything you learn,
something will have to fall by the wayside; maybe an outworn idea, maybe a mundane job,
maybe even a stale relationship; but whatever you've now cut out of your life, it is because it is
no longer needed.
Something hidden from your personal past may now come to light.

Patience will be needed during this time, don't rush plans and ideas. Put temporary brakes on
any major financial or business plans whilst there is so much confusion concerning your future.
Wait until the dust settles. There may also be some conflict between your personal life and career
with one seemingly interfering with the other. Be prepared to compromise and find a balance
between these two important areas of your life.
From about: 23 August 2007 to about: 26 August 2007

Transiting g e your natal s
Honesty
Emotions and feelings that have been hidden away will now come out into the open - but will be
expressed honestly, clearly and positively. Relations with women should be beneficial as mothers,
sisters, lovers or lady friends will give much needed sympathy and understanding. There will be
much more activity around the home and that could mean catching up on long overdue DIY jobs.
From about: 29 August 2007 to about: 1 September 2007

Transiting g y your natal f
Boosted
Boosted by relentless energy and drive, you are now likely to be in a positive and fun loving
mood. A great time for parties, and any type of social gathering, a time for attracting new
friends, and new lovers. Business and financial negotiations could prove extremely lucrative,
particularly if setting up new business deals.
From about: 8 September 2007 to about: 12 September 2007

Transiting g y your natal ;
Success
This could be a time of tremendous achievements. You are both ready, and able, to work
extremely hard towards successfully reaching personal goals and ambitions. Self-confidence and
a sense of adventure will urge you to take action in areas only dreamed of in the past. Logic and
intuition will be well balanced.
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From about: 10 September 2007 to about: 14 September 2007

Transiting g e your natal l
Instinctive understanding
This is a time to help others. Increased psychic sensitivity should now give you a deeper
instinctive understanding of the needs, emotions and wants of others. Your outgoing and happy
nature will be contagious and should draw friends and loved ones to you. This is also a time when
you will try to make dreams come true.
From about: 11 September 2007 to about: 14 September 2007

Transiting g e your natal j
Ambitious
During these few days you are capable of much hard work, concentrating a great deal of energy
and drive towards achieving goals and ambitions. Interference will not be tolerated. You are on
your way up and that is exactly where you intend to stay. Long-standing problems and difficulties
should finally be resolved. Competitors will be left standing as you shoot ahead into the fast lane.
From about: 17 September 2007 to about: 26 January 2008

Transiting K y your natal a
Eager anticipation
This is a time to make any necessary changes in your life without pain and trauma. Although
your daily routine is likely to be disrupted, the changes and unexpected events affecting you now
will not be disturbing. You will be prepared to go with the flow and, instead of looking to the past;
you will be eagerly anticipating the future.
You may now become involved in a new and completely different social circle - or make new
friends who will introduce you to areas of life you've never experienced before. During this time a
new love affair may start which will allow you to be more yourself than ever before, or there will
be certain changes and more latitude, love and understanding in existing relationships.
You will be creating situations that will bring much more fun, excitement and interest into your
daily life and routine. You may also receive some sudden and unexpected good news regarding
friends, or your own personal goals and ambitions.
From about: 19 September 2007 to about: 28 October 2007
From about: 3 December 2007 to about: 19 January 2008
From about: 12 February 2008 to about: 31 March 2008

g transiting your natal 2nd House

Material world
This is a time when material possessions will assume more importance than usual and you will
gauge your self worth by your financial position. Much energy will be ploughed into making
money. However, being equally extravagant, money will flow out as quickly as it flows in. Beware
making impulsive purchases which you will neither need nor like in a few weeks time. You will
fight for the things that you value with persistence and determination that is second to none, but
there is also the potential for disagreements regarding finances.
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From about: 19 September 2007 to about: 23 September 2007
From about: 8 January 2008 to about: 16 January 2008
From about: 14 February 2008 to about: 23 February 2008

Transiting g y your natal d
Full of go
Expect plenty of communication during this period such as numerous letters, telephone calls and
personal visits. Business negotiations should prove extremely lucrative, as you will express your
needs confidently, concisely, accurately and efficiently. Business travel is also likely.
From about: 20 September 2007 to about: 24 January 2008

Transiting K e your natal K
Live wire
During this time you will be a real live wire with mind and body working so fast this week that it
will feel like an extra surge of electricity has passed through you - awakening thoughts, ideas and
intuitive senses that have always been there, but which have recently been lying dormant.
Solutions to problems, which have previously seemed insurmountable, will suddenly come in an
instant.
Feeling restless, daring and extremely receptive to new ideas, you will now be looking to do
something completely different. Freedom and a sense of independence will be of utmost
importance to you so there will be a temptation to break free of any restrictions - be they
personal or professional - which are seemingly holding you back and keeping you stuck in a rut.
If you listen to your inner voice and instincts, then this could be a time of tremendous
achievements - a time in your life when you are not prepared to take second best. Others will
now look to you for leadership. Your aggression and sheer determination will enable you to do
things that you've only dreamt of in the past.
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From about: 22 September 2007 to about: 10 October 2007
From about: 4 March 2008 to about: 2 April 2008

Transiting j r your natal g
Temper, temper
Your fiery temper will be at its fiercest at the moment. Unrelenting anger will be stirring inside
you and heaven help the innocent bystander when this anger is vented!

You may not even understand why you are feeling so irritated and resentful, but for some of you,
it is the culmination of months of frustration and you can now no longer sit back and ignore the
unacceptable situation around you.
Ego clashes are likely with everyone and anyone who happens to be around! Lovers, business
colleagues, friends and family - none will escape your wrath.

Work could seem arduous as every step you take forward, you may take two steps backwards.
This will obviously just add to your frustration but don't expect much co-operation from
colleagues as your own intensity and unsympathetic way of behaving could both threaten and
alienate them. Also, this period often indicates a ruthless determination and ambition with the
individual not caring who they trample along the road to success. This is not a way to 'win friends
and influence people'!
Avoid any legal or official matters during this time - they could become problematic.

This period can also indicate accidents and injury - so care must be taken throughout the period,
especially when driving cars or if handling heavy machinery.
From about: 4 October 2007 to about: 24 October 2007
From about: 15 February 2008 to about: 11 March 2008

Transiting j r your natal _
Looking for trouble
To say that you've had a better time in love relationships would be an understatement. Tension,
conflict, friction, they are all words to describe the way you are now likely to be feeling towards a
lover or marriage partner. Problems that have been bubbling away beneath the surface are now
likely to violently erupt, and if the differences are irreconcilable, then the relationship may come
to an abrupt halt.
Ego clashes are likely with everyone and anyone who happens to be around! Lovers, business
colleagues, friends and family - none will escape your wrath.

This may not be one of the easiest times of your life. Your confidence may be easily shattered,
and self-inflicted feelings of doubt in yourself could create problems where there are none. In
other words, you could go looking for trouble - and worrying about events and possibilities that
haven't even happened. However, you could be creating a 'Catch 22' situation. By actually
worrying too much, you could create anxiety attacks and problems that should never have
existed in the first place.
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From about: 28 October 2007 to about: 3 December 2007
From about: 31 March 2008 to about: 2 May 2008

g transiting your natal 3rd House

Assertion
Your mental energies will be running extremely high with the pace of daily life and
communication with others, increasing considerably. Inclined towards being argumentative, you
will say what you think but this could lead to disagreements, especially with brothers, sisters,
local residents or close family. Your mind will now be like a sharp instrument or tool which if
handled correctly could cut through just about anything, but if not, could be very hurtful and
destructive. Control your temper and avoid conflicts and much could be accomplished.
From about: 2 November 2007 to about: 11 November 2007

Transiting h e your natal ;
Stuck in a rut
Feeling restless, daring and extremely receptive to new ideas, you will now be looking to do
something completely different. You will now be looking to totally change your life in some way.
Freedom and a sense of independence will be of utmost importance to you, so there will be a
temptation to break free of any restrictions - be they personal or professional - which are
seemingly holding you back and keeping you stuck in a rut.

Many of you will now be too confident, ambitious and too restless to just sit back and wait for
opportunities to come to you! So, if you are willing to get the very best out of life and create new
chances, change and opportunities for yourself - then you should now expect even more success
rewards and riches.
Follow your instincts. As long as you don't tread on other people's toes climbing up the ladder of
success, this is a time when you really can't go wrong.
This is certainly a time to take advantage of any opportunities that come your way, especially if
they involve travel. If travel isn't possible at the moment then you could still hear or receive
news from someone overseas or abroad; someone you haven't heard from in quite some time.
From about: 7 November 2007 to about: 16 November 2007

Transiting h y your natal l
Give up the grudge
This is a time when very little will anger or irritate you; even if something goes wrong you will be
philosophical and able to put it into perspective. You may even decide to call a truce with
previously held grudges.
Good fortune may also smile upon you, perhaps through some legal matter or speculative
investment. So, if a financial bonus does come you way - enjoy it!

Help and support may come from established and respectable sources, possibly from older
people, or from your parents, or people in some kind of authority. Legal, insurance and tax
matters should also proceed smoothly.

This is a time of learning, a time when lessons and knowledge can be absorbed more easily. Life
will flow more easily and much can be accomplished with seemingly very little effort.
But don't just sit back and expect opportunities to 'drop into your lap'. You must be prepared to
both look for, and create, new opportunities for yourself.
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From about: 9 November 2007 to about: 18 November 2007

Transiting h y your natal j
Future plans
This would be the perfect time to plan for the future as you will be prepared to explore and
expand into new areas, but with a certain element of caution. This is a time when a sense of
adventure is perfectly balanced with good, old-fashioned common sense! This is a time for
learning and for turning dreams into reality. Make the best of any opportunity that comes your
way.

All financial matters and investments should proceed smoothly and could prove extremely
lucrative. Being more seriously minded now regarding money, you will not be willing to take risks
and all financial strategies will now be well planned. Promotion or business expansion is likely.
Help and support may come from established and respectable sources, possibly from older
people, or from your parents, or people in some kind of authority. Legal, insurance and tax
matters should also proceed smoothly.
From about: 27 November 2007 to about: 2 February 2008

h transiting your natal 8th House

Resources
There is a possibility of an inheritance, or financial benefit through property, insurance or other
people's resources. This could also be an excellent time to establish a new business partnership
to request money or a loan from others, as they will now be more willing to help. No matter how
disruptive, upheavals and changes in your life should work to your benefit and ultimately be for
the best. Religious and spiritual matters may fascinate you and your philosophy may now be
influenced by metaphysical or esoteric interests and beliefs.
From about: 28 November 2007 to about: 6 December 2007

Transiting h e your natal d
Confident
You will instinctively know how to communicate your thoughts and emotions during this time.
Because of your air of confidence, honesty and sincerity, others will trust your words and plans.
They will assume that you are in total control of your actions and you probably will be! This will
be an excellent time to make long-term plans for the future.

It is also good news time! You are likely to hear or receive some kind of news around now which
should lift your spirits. This could be in any area of your life - romance, career, business or
health.
This is certainly a time to take advantage of any opportunities that come your way, especially if
they involve travel. If travel isn't possible at the moment then you could still hear or receive
news from someone overseas or abroad; someone you haven't heard from in quite some time.
Taking up some kind of new study or retraining could also work to your advantage. Be brave
enough to take a bold step forward towards a new path or direction. Any decisions made now
should work to your benefit even if you don't reap instant rewards.
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From about: 2 February 2008 to about: 31 May 2008

h transiting your natal 9th House

Horizons
This is a time when your views on life will mature and change. You may now have opportunities
for long distance travel, for study and also for teaching others. If you are unable to travel, you
may have more contact with foreigners or people from different backgrounds or cultures. This is
an excellent time for anyone connected with the media, especially writers and publishers.
From about: 21 February 2008 to about: 3 March 2008

Transiting h r your natal f
Feeling low
Low energy levels could leave you feeling drained of all vitality during this time. Your body could
now be repaying the effects of recent over-indulgence - well, you tasted the goods now you will
have to pay the bill!
Work and career productivity could also suffer through failure to perform duties efficiently and
competently. You just will not be bothered with all the daily pressures - pushing away
responsibilities, hoping they will just disappear. Consequently, very little will be achieved during
this period.

Beware financial extravagance during this time - too much cash could be squandered on luxuries
and fast living which, in months to come, you will feel, you neither like nor need. Again, the bills
will start rolling in!

Personal and love relationships could also find themselves in the firing line. You could become the
victim of a misunderstanding, or someone you love and trust could now be trying to take
advantage in some way. Or, this insincere and manipulative way of behaving may originate from
you, being directed towards unsuspecting loved ones.
From about: 22 February 2008 to about: 4 March 2008

Transiting h w your natal K
Holding on
The temptation to break free of certain restrictions and responsibilities will be difficult to resist.
Craving adventure, excitement, or simply just something new in your life - you could now make a
dash for freedom. The only problem, however, is that you may throw the baby out with the bath
water. By all means rid yourself of any unnecessary restrictions and burdens - but also make sure
that you hold on to anything that is useful and productive.
However, in your haste to break free, this could prove to be a period of extravagance, selfindulgence and empty promises. You could become involved with unreliable people who may
temporarily lead you astray, or your own restless and impulsive way of behaving may disrupt the
lives of others. If a personal relationship has become either stale or too demanding, either you,
or your partner, may now want out.

Avoid the temptation to take on more than you can handle. Don't become involved in grand, overinflated plans and schemes that, deep down, you know just will not work. Be careful that you
don't let others down by promising more than you can deliver. Unstable finances could also cause
problems and lead to conflicts.
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From about: 23 February 2008 to about: 5 March 2008

Transiting h e your natal a
Sit back and enjoy
This should prove an extremely pleasant, easygoing, and possibly, even lucky period in your life.
It is time to just sit back and enjoy all of life's pleasures that come your way!
However, many of you may now be too confident, ambitious and just too restless to sit back and
wait for opportunities to come to you! So if you are willing to get the very best out of life and
create new chances, change and opportunities for yourself - then you should now expect even
more success, rewards and riches. Follow your instincts. As long as you don't tread on other
people's toes climbing up the ladder of success, this is a time when you really can't go wrong.
Travel could be linked with work - so you could find yourself mixing business with pleasure!
Financially, this could prove to be an extremely successful and lucrative time. Feeling confident
that you have the Midas touch, you will be willing to take a few calculated risks. Just make sure
that they have been properly considered before rushing headlong into making major financial
commitments.

But one word of warning - do watch your weight, especially if you choose the former option of
just sitting back and enjoying life. Relaxing holidays taken now will probably be extremely
pleasant, lazy and laid back - but extra pounds gained devouring all that wonderful food will take
months and months to shed. Be warned!
From about: 8 April 2008 to about: 11 April 2008

Transiting g r your natal f
Passion
Jealousy and possessiveness could cause conflicts in romance and marriage yet, at the same
time, heightened passions will increase your sex drive. This combination could either produce
fiery passion, strengthening inextricable bonds of love, or blazing tempers and rows that could
tear the relationship apart. If unattached, you could now be unreservedly attracted to anyone!
From about: 8 April 2008 to about: 12 April 2008

Transiting g q your natal K
Expect the unexpected
Feeling a sudden need for personal freedom and independence, any restrictions on your actions
will now seem unbearable. Irritability and temper may be difficult to control as previously hidden,
pent-up, emotions are finally aired. Unexpected events could disrupt your daily routine. Be very
aware of what is happening all around you as you are likely to be accident-prone.
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From about: 8 April 2008 to about: 31 May 2008

Transiting h r your natal l
Unrealistic expectations
Preferring idealism to realism, you could now be lost in a world of self-deception, daydreams and
unrealistic expectations. Alternatively, you could try to escape the pressures of daily routine and
responsibilities through drink or drugs.
Pre-occupation with religious or spiritual matters could also cause you to temporarily reject the
material world. However, take care not to be misled by false prophets.

You will be incredibly generous around now but less scrupulous individuals could take advantage
of your sensitivity and misplaced sympathies. Avoid taking unwise risks, especially shady
financial deals and dubious 'get-rich-quick' schemes.
From about: 9 April 2008 to about: 12 April 2008

Transiting g y your natal a
Self worth
High energy levels should be concentrated on work and career as 'once in a lifetime' opportunities
may now come your way. Promotions and salary increases are likely. You will now be prepared to
put heart, body and soul into everything you do and this will not go unnoticed. Confidence and
feelings of self-worth will soar.
From about: 13 April 2008 to about: 31 May 2008

Transiting h r your natal j
Confusion
There is a certain amount of tension and confusion in your mind as to what to do next. One
minute you could be feeling elated as if you could conquer the world, and the next minute, be
plunging to the depths of depression, questioning and doubting your own abilities. However,
don't reject any changes in your life, no matter how disruptive.

If opportunities do come your way during this period then take them, even if you are in one of
your 'doubting' moods. These opportunities will represent a new chance to break free from
outworn, inhibiting habits and circumstances.

Don't worry if you feel that you are sometimes taking one step forward and then two steps
backwards. This period is all about balanced personal growth. For everything you learn,
something will have to fall by the wayside - maybe an outworn idea, maybe a mundane job,
maybe even a stale relationship - but whatever you've now cut out of your life, it is because it is
no longer needed.
Something hidden from your personal past may now come to light.

Patience will be needed during this time so don't rush plans and ideas. Put temporary brakes on
any major financial or business plans whilst there is so much confusion concerning your future.
Wait until the dust settles. There may also be some conflict between your personal life and career
with one seemingly interfering with the other. Be prepared to compromise and find a balance
between these two important areas of your life.
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From about: 22 April 2008 to about: 25 April 2008

Transiting g r your natal l
Beware scheming and plotting
Someone could be trying to set you up, possibly even forcing you to act against your own will.
Beware being susceptible to others' scheming and plotting. Avoid any questionable, shady or
illegal action. Health may suffer through low physical energy. Rest as much as you can to avoid
illness, particularly infections. You may become involved in a secret love affair or secret business
plans during this time.
From about: 23 April 2008 to about: 26 April 2008

Transiting g r your natal j
Bad temper
Your fiery temper will be at its fiercest now. Unrelenting feelings of anger will be seething inside
you and heaven help the innocent bystander when this anger is vented! This could be the
culmination of months of frustration. Ego clashes are likely. Accidents and injury are likely - so
take care.
From about: 30 April 2008 to about: 3 May 2008

Transiting g w your natal +
Coolness required
Others may be envious of your achievements and may erect barriers or put obstacles in your
path to prevent you from getting any further ahead. Don't play into their hands and react with
anger - that is exactly what they want. Instead, keep your head down, well out of the firing line,
but continue making steady progress. Deceitful competitors will soon be left far behind.
From about: 1 May 2008 to about: 4 May 2008

Transiting g r your natal d
Irascible
Your feelings could be easily hurt during this time, and in retaliation, you may strike out verbally
against anyone, and everyone, within shouting distance. You are likely to be irritable, moody and
bad tempered so beware starting arguments just for the sake of it. You could also be somewhat
accident-prone.
From about: 2 May 2008 to about: 31 May 2008

g transiting your natal 4th House

Around the house
There will be increased activity in and around the home. It is a good time to redecorate.
However, hidden anger may now be dredged up from deep within your past. Feeling irritable, you
may find yourself arguing about things you do not really agree with or fully understand. And if
you do not understand what you are fighting for, then others certainly will not. Confused? You
will be, with others equally confused. In particular, beware disagreements with your parents and
close family. Property related matters might also cause turmoil. All this emotion could upset your
health. In order to avoid digestive problems, do not eat when overwrought, tired or upset. Also
beware accidents and injuries within the home, especially anything involving sharp instruments
and fire.
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From about: 6 May 2008 to about: 9 May 2008

Transiting g y your natal h
Excellent timing
This should be a period of steady growth in all business, legal and financial matters, winning the
trust and confidence of friends and colleagues. With energy levels, enthusiasm and selfconfidence running high there is very little that will get you down or stand in your way. Split
second decisions should be made accurately and with excellent timing.
From about: 14 May 2008 to about: 17 May 2008

Transiting g y your natal g
Self confidence
Extremely high energy levels should enable you to tackle demanding, physical work or sporting
activities. Health should improve. As self-confidence is also running high, business negotiations
could also prove extremely lucrative. Travel is likely. This is a time for energetic action - not
inaction.
From about: 16 May 2008 to about: 20 May 2008

Transiting g y your natal _
Determination
The ability to work hard, coupled with determined ambition, should produce excellent professional
and career achievements. Slower colleagues, however, could be a source of irritation. Home and
personal life should also benefit as this would be a great time to catch up on DIY jobs or
redecorate the home.
From about: 28 May 2008 to about: 31 May 2008

Transiting g w your natal s
Tantrum
Moodiness, irritability and bad temper could cause arguments during this time. You may find
yourself losing your temper with a loved one for no apparent reason at all and they are likely to
be quite hurt and confused by the way you behave. Hidden tensions are now likely to surface.
You may also be somewhat accident-prone now so avoid dangerous situations.
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